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2015 is over, TrimaX-hebdo as well. In 2016, you will read TrimaX-Ma-
gazine. Change of year, change of name, and many evolutions, no-
velties... If TrimaX-Magazine keeps its purpose, triathlon, results and 
elites, we also try to improve and to adapt, sometimes to anticipate 
the changes of our sport.  

2016, Olympic year... The next months, we will talk of course about 
debates, hopes: the Games! So, we will naturally follow our athletes 
on the road to Rio, present them to you, launch debates and grow 
in power until next August. In addition to my monthly chronicle, I 
will now present you my «Olympic chronicle». Other novelty always 
Olympic Games stamped : the «Road to Rio» of David Hauss, fourth 
in London and surely one of the biggest chances of French medals 
with Vincent Luis. Every months, the Reunion triathlete will tell us his 
humors, his emotional low points, his impressions and his ambitions. 

As I was telling you, TrimaX-Magazine adapts and innovates. We will 
also offer you from this edition three new chronicles: one about men-
tal preparation, another one about paratriathlon and a rubric «Triath-
lon for her». 

In addition to these novelties, this first edition of the year will be rich. 
After presenting the results of the «Golden TrimaX», we will try to 
know who will be the triathlete of the year 2016. You will live again the 
New Year’s Eve triathlon in Antibes and the National Team meeting. 
For them as for us, 2016 will be an exiting and passioning year. Our 
goal, in TrimaX-Magazine will be to make you live this one and not to 
lose any single thing of these big sports events to come. 

Edito

Nicolas GEAY, Writing
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V800.
Chosen by champions.

Frederik Van Lierde
IRONMAN World Champion

Polar V800 with integrated GPS is the ultimate choice for the most ambitious athletes. 
It helps you reach your peak when you most need it. 

• Gives real-time guidance in every sport you do
• Combines training load with 24/7 activity and shows true recovery status  
• Syncs training details to the Polar Flow app and service 

That's Smart Coaching, since 1977.  Discover more at Polar.com

http://www.trimax-mag.com/
http://www.polar.com/
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On Saturday September 10th 2016, 
paratriathlon will enter the paralympic 
scene. Deep down, I have been 
waiting for this day since the month of 

December 2010 and the official announcement of 
the integration of paratriathlon in the Paralympic 
Games. This paratriathlon integration has allowed 
the discipline to develop very quickly these last 
years. When I compare paratriathlon in 2009 and 
what it is now, it is really not the same sport! 

First, regarding the format of the events. Before, 
paratriathletes were competing an «Olympic» 
triathlon whereas now the official distance is a 
«Sprint». If I first thought that it was a pity to give 
up the distance M, I quickly understood that the 
S without drafting was the right race format for 
paratriathletes. Indeed, on «S» triathlon, there 
is always movement, the gaps are low and for the 
public it is vibrant! Moreover, the S is the most 
accessible triathlon format, even more when we are 
in the world of disabilities. Certainly, paratriathletes 
always have access to M, L, XL events (in triathlon, 
duathlon and even in cross tri!) but for me, on this 
type of events, no title should be given because 
paratriathlon loses its credibility. 

In 2009, there were about fifty participants at the 
world championships. Today, the start-list of the 
world championships is limited to 90 participants 
and there is a wait-list of more than 100 persons. In 
6 years, the number of practitioners has developed 
and the level has densified. Paratriathlon attracts 

many disabled athletes. It is a fun sport which 
reflects on an accessible activity for any kind of 
handicaps, which makes them want to practice. The 
race circuit is based on that of the able-bodied  and 
it is a considerable advantage for the development 
of the practice. 

The handicap categories have also evolved. There 
is still some work to do but races are legible. On the 
5 categories, only 3 will be present in the Games, as 
well for the men as for the women. We can regret it 
and we hope that in 2020, all the categories will be 
lucky enough to be included in the program. The 
rules of the International Paralympic Committee 
regarding the number of distributed medals are 
strict and things are difficult to be changed...  

Now, we mustn’t miss the luck that is offered to 
us. For handisport activities, Paralympic Games 
are almost the only media window. Moreover, if 
we manage our apparition, paratriathlon will keep 
growing and as triathlon lovers, we can just wish 
that!  
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HANDISPORTS

Paratriathlon in the
Games !

HANDISPORTS

Yannick Bourseaux

The world of paratriathlon has been waiting 

for that for years and it has happened in 

December 2010 with the announcement of the 

official paratriathlon entry in the Paralympic 

Games. A news which electrified paratriathlon 

and equalized levels... To the great delight of 

spectators! Besides, the distance in the Games 

(S) should give us a nice show.



Swiss engaged this year 
proved it. IM European 
Champion, 70.3 World 
Champion, IM World 
Champion, winner of the 
Crown and its million 
Dollars! Anyway, save 
injury, we can’t imagine 
how Daniela couldn’t 
still be above average 
regarding how superior 
she is! But when we have 
already won everything 
(or almost) sportively and 
financially (she won the 
biggest prize money in 
triathlon), how to still find motivation to 
keep surpassing oneself? Finally, she could 

be her own opponent next season, without 
denigrating her talented contenders. There 
are some very strong girls who showed that 
they had an international ranking as Rachel 
Joyce, still on the podium of the IM World 
Championships in Kona a few weeks ago. 
But we have also the growing talents on IM, 
such as Susie Cheetham who decided to put 
aside her professional activity of teacher to 
fully concentrate on her sports career. And 
we saw it in 2015, her scope for progress is 
big and she could surprise us in 2016. 

Regarding the men, we will remember 
on this year 2015 that Jan Frodeno has 
entered in history: he is the first triathlete 
who succeeded to win the 70.3 and IM 
World Championships after acquiring the 
Olympic title a few years ago. He beautifully 
demonstrates that going from short distance 
to long distance can be a success. When 
we have the talent and the makings of a 
champion, nothing seems impossible. 

We particularly saw Frodeno this year. 
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PROGNOSTIC

Who will be the athlete of the year

PROGNOSTIC

To remember, one year ago, we 
concluded our article by: 

Frodeno, Gomez, Kienle, Van Lierde, Ryf, 
Carfrae, Joyce, Steffen... Who will be the 
international athlete of the year 2015? Let’s 
see in a few months after a season 2015 which 
is announced to be again a very good vintage! 
Happy new year! 

We didn’t take too much risks when we 
wrote strong triathlon values among the 
title contenders for 2015 but it is true that 
we were also expecting confirmations, 
especially for Jan Frodeno and Daniela Ryf. 
And the least we can say is that these two 
athletes widely lived up to their status of 
favorite.

Let’s start with the women: some people 
already compare Daniela Ryf to the new 
Chrissie Wellington. The races where the 

In the first edition of 2015, we took stock of last year and we tried to do a few prognostics. If 2014 was the year of surprises, 2015 was rather 

the year of confirmations than revelations. It was not less thrilling though... And we were very proud to see the Frenchies among the best in the 

ranking of 2015.  

Rachel Joyce

Andi Böcherer

?

Susie Cheetham
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Undefeated on all the races he did, with the 
smile on every finish line while honoring 
his opponents, it is true that he marked the 
long distance this year. It is not surprising 
that he received rewards from international 
magazines and other sports merits. 
German triathlon is still in a very good 
shape. If Frodeno is at the highest rank, 
we will also remember the resurrection of 
Andi Böcherer this year who won in Aix 
followed by many other successes. After his 
bike accident a few months ago, we were 
pleased to see him succeed... We will also 
remember Faris Al Sultan’s farewell, who 
decided to stop his career. In addition to his 

titles and victories, his extraordinary look 
will remain in the history of triathlon!  

Long distance will still take an important 
place in our magazine but it’s true that 
2016 will be a special year with the Olympic 
Games. Even more that the contenders 
have never been so numerous! Gomez and 
the Brownlee supremacy could be called 
into question by Mola, Murray, Hauss or 
Luis! 

Anyway, again a year of sport and show is 
coming! 

http://www.ironman.com/
http://www.triatlondesevilla.com/
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TRAINING

Exercise testings outside laboratories
TRAINING

At the beginning of the season and all along the year, it 
is important to measure your physical condition and to 
compare objectively how the latter improves with your 

training. 

Thus we could see that training is efficient and it could give us 
an idea of the defects and qualities that we would be developing. 
Beyond the tests of maximum effort in labs (that we mustn’t put 
aside, because it is good to do one once a year at the beginning 
of the season, but expensive if you repeat it in the season), there 
are methods which are more convenient and easily applicable. 

They are field tests, that we often use to reevaluate the physi-
cal fitness, to recalculate the intensity zones on the planning of 
training... 

Alexandre Gomez

jacvan@all - rights - reserved
and Fotolia

Being able to know where we are in our 

training, measuring your progression, 

knowing the developed qualities, identifying 

your weaknesses... They are important 

points when you train and they will allow 

you to build tour training better. Testings 

in labs are precise and give you precious 

information. Yes but... They take some 

time and can become expensive. Exercise 

testings realized in each discipline will allow 

you to measure the progress made and to 

define the construction of your training...

But what do we measure on these tests? 

We want to mea-
sure what we call 
the MAV (maximal 
aerobic velocity), 
achieved at VO-
2max (maximum 
production of en-
ergy by oxidative 
way, it corresponds 
to the maximum 
quantity of oxygen 
that a body can use 
by unity of time 
during an intensive 
or long training). 

There are tests to 
do with very few 
material (a stopwatch and a cardio). 

Here are some advice which will allow you to do these tests according to the chosen discipline: 

- Swim :
5 minute-test :

Protocol: the athlete must swim during 5 minutes, deep-water start, the longest possible distance.
Interpretation : we note the overall speed of the athlete, and we estimate the MAV which corresponds 
to it. 
Analysis: this test represents the MAV threshold. 

Some people use too much the test of the 400m as a MAV test, but you mustn’t forget that if you need 
more than 5 minutes to do 400m, you are not doing a MAV test anymore... 
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- Run :
The VAMEVAL, that we can do 
on a treadmill or on the track. 

On the track:
A stud every 20m around the 
track, the athlete must lock onto 
the beeps of a registered track 
(this loud document can easily 
be downloaded on the internet). 

Start at 8km/h, increase of 0,5 
km/h by stage of 1 minute. 
The stop is made at exhaustion, 
when we are not synchronized 
anymore with the beeps. 
Note your HR when you stop the 
exercise. 

Then do a test under time limits 
in order to validate your test. 

- Bike :
The Conconi test:

It was created by Doctor Francesco Conconi in 
the 80s’... This name doesn’t ring a bell? 
If I tell you hour record (which is trendy today...)? 

He is the doctor who prepared the legendary 
FRANCESCO MOSER during his hour record in 
1984. 

Necessary material :
-home trainer
-cardio
-computer for distance and pace.

Protocol :
- 90-100 rpm cadence.
- Start of the test with a HR of 100-110 bpm. 
- The test stages can vary from 400 to 600m and 
the HR increases at each stage. 
- Increase the speed by 2km/h at each stage. 

- End of the test when you reach the maximum 
HR. 
- The cadence must stay stable all along the test.  

Then note the values on a graphic with the HR in 
ordinate and the speed in abscissa. 
We must be able to draw two lines on the graphic, 
the crossing of the two curves corresponds to the 
anaerobic threshold. 
This test allows to measure the anaerobic 
threshold, indispensable in cycling to evaluate 
the capacity of the athlete and demonstrate a 
training trace. 

In order to validate the test, you will have to do a 
test under time limits.  

Analysis: the only heart rate as indicator is very limited 
in the daily use, because tiredness will influence on 
your heart rate, the test on home-trainer will induce 
an extreme sweating, so an increase of the temperature 
which is more important than on the bike outside...

To conclude, these tests are convenient to do on the field, but 
nothing is worth a test of maximum effort in a lab. Certainly, it 
has a price, but if we belong to the category of the typical wasteful 
triathlete with his material, we can also pay a lab test. 
Then, on the field, nothing is better than a training book where we 
write all our sessions and linked feelings...  in order to compare our 
fitness on a typical session. 

http://sciconbags.com/


the rhythm! In the future, you won’t have excuses 
to neglect your velocity and moreover, this activity 
will allow you to: 
- Work on your lower body obviously! However 
with a small advantage: the hydrostatic pressure of 
the water together with the pedaling tones up and 
activates superficial blood flow, which fosters the 
elimination of toxins;
- Also reinforce the upper body. During sessions, 
the back, the abdomen and the arms are working;
- Improve the cardio-vascular system thanks to 
sprint work and the simulation of hills. Which will 
undoubtedly have an influence on your strength 
endurance;
- Avoid articular lesions (sinewy and ligamentous) 
because in the water, the body takes advantage of 
the bearing (principle of the buoyancy). You will 

only weigh 60% of your body weight with the water 
at the belly button level.  
- To keep motivation when weeks are loaded 
(sportively and professionally) and/or fresh and 
humid this winter. Advanced triathletes will 
appreciate even more this activity as they will be 
able to use it as an additional session in order to 
increase their weekly volume without risking any 
injury.  

Benjamin Choquert, three-time French champion 
2015 (short cross country, 5000m track and 
duathlon) has understood it. Recently, he has 
adopted aqua-bike. 
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Aqua-bike in winter,
a good way to stay the course!

TRAINING

You will tell me: «There 
are training camps 
in foreign countries 

to reignite the flame». But it 
is expensive and punctual. 
Recently, new aquatic 
activities have appeared. 
Fitness centers offer aqua-
bike classes in addition 
to aqua-gym classes. This 
activity, which lasts from 45 
minutes to 1 hour, is practiced 
in small group of 15 persons. 
Bikes are immersed (1,20m 
deep) in a 20-degree-water... 

You don’t get my point? Why 
going to the swimming-pool 
only to swim when the latter 
offers other activities? You 
will be guided by a trained 
coach with a motivating 
music. You won’t have any 
problem to train anymore! 

Aqua-Bikes don’t have speed 
gears strictly speaking: 
they work with resistances 
situated under the pedals and 
in the frame. Just fix yourself 
to the music: everything is in 

Alexandre Gomez

jacvan@all - rights - reserved
and Fotolia

The season is beginning again and your mind is 

already turned to the planning of your season. But 

winter is here, days are getting shorter and cold 

and humidity (which is forecasted) are aggressing 

you.  This climate is not ideal to keep the mental 

and physical energy at a maximum! The idea to put 

your shoes with negative temperatures, and riding 

long hours making your toes and fingers paralyzed 

by  cold doesn’t make anybody happy.

http://www.swimcenter.fr/
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Interview with a duathlete who is 
not afraid to take the plunge!

1) Since when have you came to the Swimcenter in 
Nancy? And what for? 

I’ve came there since the beginning of October 
with my own training group. The goal is obviously 
to work physically, on the cardio vascular and 
muscular level but also to relax myself. When I go 
to the Swimcenter, I forget everything about lap 
times and distances to focus on my feeling and my 
gesture. It is important to take time on these two 
aspects above all when you begin to train again. 
These sessions also allow injured people to follow 
the group and repeat at their own pace without 
risking to make things worse. 

2) How many times a week do you go to the 
Swimcenter in Nancy? 

We go there at least once a week. We begin by a classical 45’ aqua-bike class. We go to an session opened 
to Swimcenter members, then we do an aquatic core training session. The latter is made of several 
exercises in which the coach of the Swimcenter (Thomas Rossignol) prepares me specific exercises 
in order to improve my level of performance in my sports. For example, I can train to run facing the 
counter current system in order to work my stride or do squats, knees up, and so on...  

3) What time of the year do you prefer to practice this kind of activity? And when? 

I prefer to go there in winter when days are sulky or after a long endurance run in the morning. Running 
helps me work on my endurance, and I complete my session by 45 minutes on a more elevated rhythm 
and warm. Otherwise it is a bodybuilding session in order to wake up and warm up the muscles. 

4) What benefits do aqua-bike procure in your sports practice?   

It is a totally different work from what we know as athlete, duathlete, or even triathlete. I love sports 
and to discover new activities, aqua-bike is part of this discovery. It is an unusual universe for me 
because we do this activity in the water but it is a real plus. It allows me to change of effort without 
getting too far from my first goal which is to be an athlete always more performant on the run and on 
the bike. During these sessions, my heart beats high. The coach Thomas Rossignol knows that I’ here 
to work so he doesn’t leave me alone!  

http://www.cervelo.com/
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You have understood it, aqua-bike is not only a simple fitness activity reserved to women 
(90% of the clients). Aqua-bike can really help you reinforce and improve your muscle 
tone. However, you will have to put your heart and soul during your sessions. And what 
if aqua-bike was part of your good resolutions 2016?!  

The Swimcenter in numbers :
A few numbers about the Swimcenter : 
- 1 qualified coach (Lifeguard) trained to music who boosts the sessions. 
- 10 musics with different exercises on each of them. 
- 24 bikes in a 60-square-meter pool (10 meters long on 6 meters wide). 30 degrees Celsius is the 
temperature of the water. A good compromise not to get cold when we go into the water and not to get 
too warm during the session. 
- 45’ is the duration of an aqua-bike session. For advanced groups, there is the possibility to go till 1 
hour. 
- 60 m2 is the average area of pools. 
- 170 is the heart beat that a 25 year-old athlete reaches during an aqua-bike session. 
- 500 is the number of average calories that a good-level athlete expends during an aqua-bike session

5) To who would you recommend this kind of 
session?  

To sportsmen and women wishing not to mess 
around with lap times during winter. The effort 
is intense when we play the game and when 
we put velocity. I would also recommend it 
to injured athletes or athletes going back to 
training in order to keep a cardio work or to 
keep the capabilities. 

6) To conclude, how would you qualify the 
practice of aqua-bike? 

LUDIC. In general, we lose track of time and the 
atmosphere is really good. 

http://www.overstims.com/
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http://www.kiwami.fr/
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MATERIAL FOCUS

Fizik

Looking for a new saddle for 
your mountain bike, Fizik 
has thought about you! 

Intended to the practice of cross 
country, the Tundra Versus is made 
on the same shell as the regular 
Tundra in reinforced carbon nylon 
and Wing Flex flanks.  

The difference is made on the 
integration of the concept Fizik 
Versus in order to respond to an 
ever-growing request of the users 
of this system. The low-density 
padding, combined with the 
central canal allows to decrease 
the pressure on the perineal zone, 
offering an optimal comfort during 
long rides. 

Manganese tracks version:
Weight 230gr // public price 99€

K:ium tracks version:
Weight 220gr // Public price 129€

In common : 
- Wing Flex system.
- Nylon / carbon composite shell.
- Dimensions : 290 x 125mm

The different versions of the saddle : 

Tundra Versus saddle

http://www.fizik.it/
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When we use it, we immediately feel less 
pressure on the most sensible zones. Then 
we don’t think anymore about the saddle... 
It’s a good thing! Maybe it means that it does 
the best thing it has to do: be discrete! In 
general, when you think about your saddle, 
it means that it disturbs you. No discomfort, 
no tingling after the longest rides. Thus it is 
a good product for those who tend to have 
problems on the perineal zone. 

The test: 

In order to reduce the pressures on the sensible zones 
and to avoid numbness problems we can have on 
regular saddles, the concept Versus offers a 7mm-deep-
longitudinal canal on the whole length of the saddle. 

The Wind Flex flanks bring flexibility of the saddle 
inside the thighs, allowing more liberty of movement 
of the biker’s legs. It is the saddle which adapts to the 
biker and not the other way around. 

The K:jum is the combination between a special metal 
alloy, a specific tubular design and a special treatment 
which increases the resistance to wear of the track 
surface. 
In the end, we have a weight reduction of 8% compared 
to titanium with a high resistance/weight ratio and a 
big resistance to corrosion.  

The explained technology : 

While keeping in mind that no saddle is 
universal and that everyone must find the 
one which corresponds to his/her anatomy, 
the Tundra Versus by Fizik will satisfy the 
mountain bikers looking for a cross country 
saddle offering a good compromise between 
lightness and resistance.  

Conclusion :

http://www.agsportdistribution.com/
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MATERIAL TESTING

Even if the hours of glory of Look are more 
remarkable on the road than on trails, the Nivernais 
brand offers an interesting mountain bike range 
articulated around 3 frames, the 927, 977/979 and 
987/989. 

Behind those names, at first not very suggestive, 
we can already understand that the last number 
indicates the wheels diameter of the frame. Then, 
the frames 927, 977 and 987 are intended for 27,5-
inch wheels whereas the 979 and 989 are intended 
for 29 inches. Let’s put aside the model 927, the full 

Introduction
suspension bike of the range and let’s see the two 
rigid frames, the 97x and 98x. The 27,5-inch models 
are only available for sizes S and M whereas the 
29-inch models are reserved to sizes M and L. This 
choice is intelligent, because it allows to avoid to 
have a disproportioned bike. 

The 27,5-inch frame is more lively in restarts, 
lighter and handier whereas the 29 inches offers 
a better stability, more adherence, easier to 
overcome obstacles and a better top speed. 

LOOK 979 
PRO TEAM 

2016
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We are now familiar with 
the different appellations of 
the carbon frames. Here, the 
frame uses High Module fibers 
which will allow to obtain 
a light frame while keeping 
a rigidity guaranteeing a 
good yield without affecting 
comfort. The weight gain 
compared to an aluminum 
frame is important and it is the 
interest of this kind of frame. 
The manufacturer weight is 
130gr in size M for the 979. 
The mono-bloc manufacturing 
will also contribute to the 
lightness and resistance of the 
frame. 
La construction monobloc 
va elle aussi contribuer à 
apporter légèreté et résistance 
au cadre.

The bikes 977 and 979 are more accessible than the 987 and 
989. Their conception is more simple than their brother, 
the 97x bikes give up the seat post Epost and adopt a 
more illegitimate design. The available mountings take 
into account this price placement to offer homogeneous 
and reliable components. Look has made the choice to 
give up exotic and too light components and to adopt 
reliable market values to equip its bikes.   

Placement in the range

The frames 977 and 979 have exactly the same technical 
characteristics and use the same technologies. 

Presentation of the model

Frame Carbon HM Mono-bloc

HARRY WILTSHIRE
CHOOSE  ARCHIMEDES  2

WWW.HUUBDESIGN.COM

AVAILABLE FROM THE FINEST  

TRIATHLON RETAILERS  

AND WWW.HUUBDESIGN.COM 

http://huubdesign.com/
http://huubdesign.com/
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Ah the bottom bracket formats 
and their weird names, it’s 
quite a story! Here, we have a 
Press Fit format: understand 
that the cups sink into the 
frame, without having to be 
threaded. This format allows 
to mount a Shimano Press Fit 
crank and thus to receive a 
bottom bracket with a 24mm 
axis. The interest of the Press 
Fit system is to offer a better 
facility of mounting but also 
to allow bearings to be more 
separated the one from the 
other to offer more rigidity. 

In order to have a performing cross-
country frame, it has to be able to 
transmit your power to the back wheel 
with the fewest loss possible. To do so, 
the work on bases is important, that’s 
why they are oversized. 

Shrouds, however, must play the part 
of «damper» on a rigid frame and 
they are designed to filter vibrations. 
This is the interest of a well-worked 
carbon, its composition (fiber type 
and orientations) and also its flat 
shape bring a better flexibility on the 
vertical level for more comfort and 
more traction while increasing the 
lateral rigidity, in order not to have a 
loss of power. 

Rigid bases and DCSC shrouds

Crank PF BB 89,5

http://www.bioracer.fr/fr/
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977 / 979

> VTT 27,5 ou 29 pouces selon la taille
> Cadre carbon HM / conception monobloc
> Bases rigides et haubans DCSC
> Boîtier de pédalier PF BB 89,5
> Routage des câbles et gaines interne et compatibilité  
 tirage ‘’side swing’’ de Shimano
> Compatible DI2

VTT

Comment choisir votre format de vélo ?

VOTRE HAUTEUR

< 1,73 m 977

1,73 // 1,78 m 977 979

> 1,73 m 979

Compatibility Di2 and Shimano « Side Wing » 

With the arrival of the Di2 on road 
frames, we saw at first the arrival 
of Di2 versions of existing frames. 
Thus, you had to choose when 
you were buying the bike between 
a standard version or a version 
accepting electronic mountings, 
forbidding then any evolution. To 
avoid problems, with the arrival of 
Di2 on mountain bikes, it is pleasant 
to see that the sheath abutments 
are removable to replace them by 
versions dedicated to the electronic 
system when we want to have a 
more evolved group. 
The Shimano «Side Wing» standard 
allows cables to arrive by the side and facilitates the gear shift. A good thing that Shimano has adopted 
it.

Cables and sheaths routing internally

In order to protect the 
transmission cables, the sheaths 
routing is integrated in the tubes 
and in the back basis. Only the 
fuel hoses of the hydraulic brakes 
remain in external routing under 
the diagonal tube to foster 
the simplicity and rapidity of 
mounting and maintenance of 
the disk brakes.   

Geometrie

The components

Probably one of the more mounted forks by 
manufacturers. It offers a level of performance 
very acceptable for a good weight (1664gr in 29 
inches). However, you won’t find orders to block it. 
It has an aluminum 1-1/8» pivot, also an aluminum 
tee and plunger and magnesium sheaths. 

- The Rockshox Rebal RL fork

> 27.5 or 29 inch MTB depending on size
> HM carbon frame / monobloc design
> Rigid chainstays and DCSC seatstays
> PF BB 89.5 bottom bracket
> Internal cable and cable housing routing 
and Shimano ‘’side swing’’ pull compatible
> DI2 compatible

How to choose your bike format ?

Your Height
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With a weight of 2000gr, it is not the lightest 
model neither the most performing of the market 
but you will like the wheels for your rides. In any 
case, you will benefit from the quality of the Mavic 
wheels which is not to prove anymore. 

- The Mavic CrossRide wheels

We find here the Continental Race King Sport 
model, tires with a «basic» rubber and a profile 
offering a low resistance to the bearing. 

- The tire

Here again, we find one of the best-seller of 
the first mountings for manufacturers. Sram 
Avid DB3 brakes coupled with 160mm Avid 
disks will allow you to face up every situations 
which can offer the bike without any problem. 

- The Sram Avid DB3 brakes

No fear to have on these elements because 
we find again the excellent Shimano 
Deore XT group for the 11-speed cassette 
(11x40), the shifters, the Shadow Plus 
front and back derailleur. A HG600 chain 
will activate everything. Very appreciable.   

The crank is a FSA AfterBurner, aluminum 
model, double 36/24 chain-wheel. 

- The transmission
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In aluminum, the V-DRIVE stem and handlebar 
are adequate. They are not very light but they also 
contribute to the homogeneity of the whole. 

- FSA handlebar

Not delivered on the bike, we have mounted a Look 
S-Trac pair for this test, we will talk about it in our 
next magazine. 

- The pedals

Originally delivered with a WTB Silverado saddle, we took 
advantage of the test to try the Fizik Tundra Versus. 

- The saddle

On the horse !

We have here a mid-range bike, positioned as such regarding the equipment and the price. 
We have a bike globally light and handy, the Rockshox fork perfectly absorbs shocks and its 
thumbwheel remains easily accessible to be able to block it and avoid to pump too much in 
hills. As planned, we will never find fault with the group, offering a frank and fast shifting 
of the 22 gears depending on the climbs or obstacles.
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Whereas the actual tendency, with the aim of always 
winning flexibility on the back and thus comfort 
on semi-rigid bikes, is to offer a 27,2mm seat-post, 
Look has kept on this model a 31,6mm seat-post. 
The notion of comfort in mountain biking remains 
sometimes a little bit unclear regarding how much 
we can be shaken up, in any case, you will still have 
the possibility to use a diameter reduction if you 
really want to try a narrower seat-post. But is it really 
useful regarding the work done on the frame itself?   

We only did one ride with the original WTB saddle 
and it didn’t cause any problem in particular. 

The tires have limited us, you have to choose your 
courses, their profile and the rubber is not clearly 
optimal for winter conditions, even in the South of 
France. It is, as very often, the first thing you will have 
to change after buying the bike, and take advantage of 
that to try the tubeless via a kit.  

Conclusion

In short : Price : 3299€
For who : All the practitioners looking for a 

performing bike for the XC with a 
contained budget.  

We liked : - The look of the bike! 
- The Shimano Deore XT group. 

We liked less : - The tires which quickly get worn. 
- The fact that there are not more 
declinations of the bike. 

APPROVED

The Look 979 was a good surprise and will satisfy you! Comfortable everywhere, it will probably not limit 
you for XTerra ! 

A second version of the 979 exists, in red/white and on the basis of a mono-chain-wheel Sram GX1 
mounting. Its catalogue price is 2799€. 
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